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I, Introduction

In 1998, the Sydney College (Ultimo) of Tc'Chnical and Further

Education New South Wales (TAFE NSW) started a Korean language

certificate course for its students and professional people with

approximately 20 enrolments. Since its introduction, the Korean language

program has been continuously grovv'lng and the College nOv\i offers four

different certificate courses organized into six classes with 15· 30

students in each class. CDmpared with the general trend of Korean

language programs in Australian schools and universities, the significant

tl f tl t 'r 'F'I? N'S'W ,', e'xtre'Dlely intere<:::tjng andgrow 1 0 le program a n, ,. _, _ w

worthy of investigating,

The purpose of this study is to investigate the motivational factors,

learning experiences and learning--style preferences of the learners at the

College. In addition to investigating Lhese aspects, the survey will

examme views on cultural components \\rhich should be placed in the

language program and the learners' first image or impression of Korea

and Korean people, To this end the study is divided into the following

sections:

• Reasons for the study of Korean language,

/! Learning experience and expectation,

* Leall1ing-style preferences, and

(& First image or impression of Korea and Korean people
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2, Previous Studies

Gardner and Lambert (972) found two types of motivation for

second-language lean1ing: ~integrative motivation" and ~instnlmental

motivation". The 'integrated motivation' is defined as "a \villingness to

become a member of another ethno---linguist.ic group" (p 12). 'That IS,

those who were interested in studying the language in order to be able to

identjf:~/ \1,'ith the target people, or because they were interested in

understanding the cult.ure and wa:\, of life of the target language group,

the}' w"ere regarded as having integrative motivaxion. On the other band,

the 'instrumental mOlivation' indicates "a desire to gain social H..-"Cognition

or economic advantages through knowledge of a foreign language" (p 14).

Thus, those who wanted to study the language for practical or utilitarian

purrx)ses, for example, to fulfill an educational requirement. to get a

better jCJb, or to read material m t.he language were iristnlment3Hy

motivated.

It appears ro be difficult, however, to draw a strict distinction

between the nvo types of motivation lx'Cause they are not mutually

. I (1"7' ')].8" ·2,1())exclusive an.d because, as Gardner and Smyt le .";J u: ~ ..

themselves admit, both instrumental and imegrative motivation can be

modified in the course of a language study. If soroeone is enjoying a

langlwgc course, for \vhatever reason, this might well encourage positive

attitudes to eventual pay'off in terms of job prosi-kcls, social recognit.ion

and even integrating in ceI1ain spL'cial circumslances.

I\lotivation can also vary according to a s!)Ccific learner group or a

certain cultural setting. Gardner and Lambert (1972) found in the

Philippines study that an instrumemal motivation \vas rnore lx)sitive!y

TelrJted to language lean11ng in Cl. foreign language setting. However, a

~11'1..".•I
W'

lli

I
I



study by Svans (987) sho\vs that Euro}:x;an and American university

students \vere found to h,Tve more integrative motivation in lean1ing

Norwegian than f\·tiddle Eastern, African and Asian students, \\7ho \\'ere

more instrumentally motivatL'tJ Svans discussed the findings in relation

to the closeness in culture, i,e. the Europeans and the Americans have

more in common with the N'onvegians.

Shumann (1976) suggests that motivation for Jeaming foreign

languages is oriented frOlTl social factors outside the classroom,

Emplo:ying the tenn "social distance" (defined as cultural, technical,

economical and political status) bet\veen the foreign-language lean1cr

groups, Shumann claims that the perceived status the target language

has for the lci.lrner group plays an important role in developing a specific

type of lT10Llvation. The effect of socio-political factors on attitudes and

motivation \vas \'/eJl reported m a longitudinal stud:,.' by Don1yei and

Csizer (2002), which examines how the huge S(Kjo··cultural

transfonnation that rook place in Hungar:y' in the 1990s after the collapse

of COITUnunist nlte affected school children's attitudes and motivation

towards five foreign languages~-English, German, French, Italian and

Hussian·~-taught at. schools. The stud.V" reports that during the examined

period 099:3 and 19991 there was cl significant decline in the stndents'

language leart1ing commitment to all the languages except English \vhich

ma.intained its position as the most influential world language.

The notions of attitude and motivation have been continuous]:y used by

man:,..' researchers and are considered to be factors affecting the learning

of a second language. Garclner (1985) emphasizes integrative motivation

by making a distinction betwt.>ell integrative motivation and integrative

orientation, which refers to "the more imrnediate goal [reason] of lCaITIing

the second language" (p 111. The importance of integrative motivation is

further discussed in GanJner (200l) where he shows why integrative
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motivation is Cl complex phenomenon and how it is related to success in

second language acquisition. He claims that second language acquisition

refers to the language development of near-nativC'''like level, which

"requires identification with the second language cOIllmunity" (p 2), In

other \/t/ords, integrative motivation is crucial for second language

learners to reach at the level of native--Jike proficiency,

As studies suggest, there are various factors which can influence the

motivational orientation of a specific learner group but it is possible to

single out or group some imp0l1am motivational factors influencing

stl1dentlanguage choice, Iean1ing experience and perfon11ance. One such

effort is Domyei's recent study (2(X16), which analyses characteristics of

L2 1eanlers in order 10 identify their motivational profiles. rrhe study

shows that there is Cl very consistent relationship between motivational

patterns and performance level. This is supported in l\rf--K l(won and

S Y LL" (20051 where adnlt learners of Korean were investigated,

'The motivational factors or profiles do not always control the content

of language prograrris but it is important to provide objectives and

learning experiences rnore suitable 10 the needs and interests of learners.

The lea1l1er factors are closely related to cunicuIum planning and

language teaching approaches. Nunan (988), for example, proIX)sed an

integrated approach where all aspects of teaching and leanling are

interrelate'd, and the needs, interests and abilities are negotiated. 'This, in

tum, hlings our attention to the notion of learning sl.yle, which refers to

"any individual's preferyed ways of guing about learning" (Nunan 1991:

1(8), It is widely accepted that such personality variables as ethnicity,

age, educational experience, etc. will have an effect on one's preferrt."'C1

learning style, Willing (]9S8: Ifj)~ 1) investigates biographical variables

such as ethnicity, age, education level, length of residence and proficiency

among adult learners of English as a second language, and the Illost
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surprising finding was that biographical variables have no significant

correlations with the lean1ing preferences of the learners.

3. Research Questions and Method

Based on the studies that have been reviewed above, the current study

explores and attempts to answer the following questions: W113t particular

reasons or moti vations does the group in the survey have for learning

Korean? Does the group have a willingness to bewme a member of a/the

Korean ethno-linguistic group or just \vish to gain social or economic

advantages? Does this group have the flexibility or desire to learn about

Korean culture? \iVhat aspects of learning activities are most or least

enjoyable in the Korean classes? \iV1mt prefelTL~ ways of learning does

this group have? \Nhat social distance or cultural closeness does this

group perceIve 111 relation to Korea and Korean people? Answers to all

these questions will have implications in three areas: promoting the type

of Korean language program, organizing the language and socio""cultural

content in the program, and the practicality of the curriculum process.

The data was gathered by using the method of questionnaire. This

way I was able to collect data quickly and ecnnomically. Tbe survey

questionnaire were distributed by the College instructors to the students

who have been studying one to one and half years. asking them to

complete the questionnaire during their rest time on campus. Completed

questionnaires were callc'Cted from 81 subjects / students at the College

and have been anaIyzt.-'d using both qucmtitative and qualitative methods.

Although the major questions used were of a "forced" nature (i.e.

respondents were given a limited choice of answers), this "vas tempered
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b:y, where necessary, an open--ended option in which the respondents

could offer an alternative.

4. Subjects

4.1 Gender and age groulJ

Of the 81 respondents in the study, 54 were female and 27 were male,

The}' were mostly in their 20s, and people \\/ho were 40 or over, in their

30s and under 20 were relatively small.

<Table 1> Gender and Age Group

Gender No (%) 1- Age-(~rollp No (%)

f--" Female 54 ((i6?) under 20 9 OLlJ
---- -- ---c---

Male 27 (33.3) 2029 49 (60.5)

TOTAL 81 30 39 11 (36)
----_.- -- --_..

40 or over 12 04.8)
t-------roT'AL 81._..

4_2 Ethnic background

The respondents come from various ethnic bfldcgrounds. Students with

Cbinese background formed the largest portion (30%), followed by

Anglo Saxon'·· or Scottish-Australians, Vietnamese and Indonesians.

Other ethnic backgrounds include Chinese-Malaysian, Chinese

Indonesian, Filipino, Indian, Japanese and Thai.
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5.1 Why study Korean?

5. Data Analysis and Results

No (%)
out of 81 per itemHeasons

<Table 4> Reasons for fhe study of Korean
----_.~~

There may be various reasons for leanling foreign languages and the

main reasons are summarizeD often in three categories: cultural,

educational and practical pUl110ses. To find out what relevance is

ascribt."C1 to various reasons often designated for the learning of Korean,

thirteen statements were put to the students, with an open-"'ended option

to give an altenlative. The respondents were asked to gi ve the three

most relevant reasons,2J The results are shown in the table below.81
11 113.6)Others!)

f---------=T-=OTAL -

4.3 Length of study: the Korean language

Most respondents (61.7%) have studied Korean less than 1 year and

just less than a third 127.2%) of the reslxmdents have studied the

language for about 1 )rear. The number of students 'who have studied

Korean for 2 or more years \A/as very small.

<Table 3:> Length of Study: Korean

'-L~ofSt."dY 1 ~~;-J.?i:.'t---:--=-l
Less than 1 year 50 (61.7)

~-N;~~ i year - I~-TI~(27~2)-~
About 2 yem-~----------l 6 (7.:1) -~I

_ MOl~_th81~ 2-~rea;s ._.~_~ 3 t:J7i ----1
TOTAL I _81 _

D Other backgrounds include German, Lebanese, KoreD_n, Taiwanese-Japanese <_md
Uzbekistan--Korean.

1) To understand TV dram;;i and films in Korean. 47 (58.0)

2) To hold conversations with Korean people. 39 (48.l~_

;~) Found the Korean language interesting. 34 (42,Q)

4) Have Cl personal relationship with Koreans. _~~~ -1..~ 2_6_(_3_211_~

;)) To be able to get around Korea. 24 (29.6).~

6) To understand Korean people and their way of life. 21 (25.~!)_

7) To get a good/better job. ._._______ 12 tl48t
8) To communicate in writing in Korean. 15 08.5)

9) To enjoy Korean music and other types of art. 12 04.8)f----- . .--. ..----
l.9L.To r~.~w.Korean newspapers and magazines, __ 8 (9.9)

]j) To enjoy Korean literary te~~~~ .... ~-+-~~-'C5 (6.2)
~~lJVlotivatL'd-,:'Y "llaIlLll: (Korean wave):''.. 4 14.9)

!:3lJcncourag"'!J':y'-famitr memb~r,,-t()stlldLI(()real~. t 3 (37)

14) Other reasons4j 2 (2;:)
'---,,, . .------ .- - --~--

2l Some students gave more than three reasons, which were refltx:ted in the statistics.
3) Not only drama and films in Item 1) but the whole enit:rlainment package and its

concept.
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111e respondents saw the relevance of almost all the reasons, but the

following three rp..Clsons were shovvn to be very relevant to students' choices:

e to understand TV drama and films in Korean;

e la hold conversations with Korean people; and

• found the Korean language interesting,

Very important for the students was learning Korean with a vieVil to

being able to understand Korean TV dramas and films in Korean and

holding conversations with Korean Ll speakers, They also learn Korean

because they find the language interesting, These responses indicate that

the students are more conscious of integrative outcomes when choosing

to study -the Korean language. It seems that many students v,rere initially

motivated by Korean popular media and entertainment culture s\veeping

through Asia and beyond under the name Hallyu (Korean wave). T'his

seems to have led them to their desire to talk with Koreans and their

interest in the language itself Thus, the students have their practical

reasons for learning Korean but these reasons seem to be motivated by

or closely related to their interest in the Korean culture featured on TV,

in films and other types of popular media,

Beside these reasons, thrL"e reasons receiving strong support from the

students as being relevant or very relevant for their choices were:

$ to have a personal relationship with Koreans;

* to be able to get (jTound Korea; and

$ to understand Korean people and their way of life.

~---~~-,---, ~~

4) Other reasons include: »As a rnember of Cassiopeia (Dong--Bang--Shin-Ki official
fan dub), my role is a translator. Leaming Korean wiH help me communicate VI'ilh
other fans across the wurld with sarne interesL"
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fn (lCkJition to the hope of understanding the popular cultural media, the

capacity to hold conversations and the interest in the language itself, the

reasons for lealliing .Korean "V('TC closely relatcod. to l:Jersonal moti\/ation 

having a personal relationship (e.g, boyJriend or girlfriend), travelling

around Korea and understanding 1(ore3n people and their way of life. In

these responses, the perceived relevance of putting the Korean language

to personal use is obvious. The students \vish to use the language in

personal situations and when travelling overseas, but they also wantL"d to

learn the language to understand the Korean culture and people better.

Thus their leaming Korean was OJiented from both instnmlental and

integrative motivation.

For most respondents, job prospects, wlitten correspondence, Korean

music and arts were not the immediate reasons for their stud.YT of Korean,

and the capacity to understand newspapc~rs and magazines, literary

works and family influence on their motivation do not appear to be very

relevant.. Strangely, Hallyu (Korean wave) as a social phenomenon was

not relevant either, despite the fact that Korean TV drama and films

were most relevant to their reasons. There are three possibilities for this

contradictory response: onc, the concept expressed as an abstract word

\vas not full}' understood hy many respondents; two. the:/ did understand

the concept but the whole range of socio---cultural phenomenon\vas not

the reason that attractLi'j them; and three, the respondents simply chose

the concrete reason Over the intangible abstract concept.

Tl 'I' j ,',tt)I',\,C s'ug'ge's't t'l""t t--'Ile!',", \N,',-,,!'('. t\"(l impurtant_ le results (lSCUSSec _' _ _ '--."

motivational factors in.fluencing student choice.

.., A utility factor: the capacity to understand Korean drama and films;

the aspirat.ion to communicate in Korean; the hope to put the

language to use overseas.
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;7 An interest factor: the interest in the Korean language itself; thc

personal relationship \vith Koreans; the interest in Korean people

and their way of life.

These factors are not surprisingly new, but the results emphasize that

more attention should be paid to the practical goals relatt:d to using the

language without losing everyday socio--cultural contexts. \\711cn

assessing the results as a whole, it seems reasonable to state that the

respondents 111 this study were instrumemally motivatL'fl but the

instrumental reason \i./<.iS developed or modified through cultural or

personal motivation. Course developers and instmctors, therefore, need to

note the importance of the utility factor, especiall.Y the emphasis on the

speaking and listening skills, but at the same time it should ,11so be noted

that the respondents strongt:,? expressed their interest in Korean culture

and people. The)? djd not lose their integrati vc sight in studying the

language. V/hat this implies to instructors or curriculum planners is that

throughout the language study, more background ur cultural components

should be introduced and taught, and if circumstances are permitted, a

separate provision such as ;culture' courses should be made to be able to

meet the needs of students.

5.2 Learning experience and expectation

Now we turn to classroom situations to SL"e \vhat the respondents

actually expcIlencec! and \vhal they wish to learn most. To find out what

the lean1crs actually had experienced in the classroom, the students were

asked to give their vicV\.'s on classroom practices they experienced. b)l

completing the follO\\,ling open--ended statements: (1l The aspects of

language learning I most enjoyed were ... ; (2) The aspects of language
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leaming I least enjoyed were ... ; and (3) The aspects of the Korean

culture I found most interesting werc ... The respondents' answers were

categorized for each staternent and are set out below under each

snbheading in order of frequency.

i& The most enjoyed aspects were:

1) Conversation and speaking practice;

2) Role play, games and fun ways of teachingllearning;

3) I,earning to read and write, and comprehension;

4) Learning the Hanlml alphabet;

5) LeaI11ing Korean as a new' language;

6) Korean songs, drama and films;

7) Korean culture.

The types of answers summmlzed above suggest that students were

enjoying oral and other language skills, as wen as cultural aspects that

were presented in interesting ways. Some of the comments dealing with

the aspc'Cts of language learning they most enjoyed were as follows: 5)

5) Other comments include:
Learning the Hangul alphabet: "Learning the alphabet"; "Theory behind the way the
alphabet v.,ras forl11l>,l"; "Different 'kTiting style to English is interesting."; "Writing 
alphabet in Asian foml looks impressive~; "Leaming l1angul and learning more and

more vocabulary"
lkill"ning Korean as a new language: "Learning a new language not similar to
English"; "Knowing more about the Korean language'··"; "Learning new vocabulary
and gran-ullar"; "Getting to know other people's language".
Korean songs, drarnas and films: "Understanding Korean songs, dramas and
movies"; ~Korean TV drama"; ~Watehing dramas, listening to songs".
Korean culture: "Knowing more about ···.the way that Korean people live"; "Korean
cllstoms and their way of life": "Korean culture"
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Conversation and s!)Caking practice:

"j most enjoyed the conversation practice"'"

"I enjoy leanling about simple conversations that I can use in daily lives...."

"Interaction with other people and practicing to speak Korean"

"Practice Korean language with other classmates"

Holc"'play, games and other fun ways of teaching:

;'Being able to leanl it in a fun way made it easy to remember it."

"Play card game in class"

"Games and role play \vere interesting"

"Daily conversation through Iun and games"

"Through role-play and games, I enjoyed learning new vocabulat}'."

I.,eaming to read and \vritc, and comprehension:

"Leanling to read and write"

"Being able to read texts early is very rewarding"

"Learning how to write and read in Korean"

"The ability to understand the writing"'"

"Understanding the language"

On the other hand, lean-ling grmnrnar, mcmonzmg vocabulary,

numbers, and homework and tests, were unpleasant parts of language

learning. Comments were also made about problems with some classroom

practices and management. Observe the summa..!":)" and comments below.

III The least enjoyed aspects were:

1) Grammar;

2) Vocabulary and pronunciation;

3) Learning numbers;
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4) Homework and tests;

5) Classroom practices/management.

mGrammar:

7) Vocabulary and pronunciation;

mLeallling nurnbers;

mHomework and tests;

10) Classroom practices/management.

The reslxmdents' comments which refelT&-1 to the aspects they least

enjoyed incIude:6l

Grammar:

;'Grammar was difficult"

;'rrrying to memorize and understand the Korean grammar

"Differentiating the topic patticle and subject panicle"

"!loomiIics and grammar is difficult."

Vocabulary and pronunci<:ltion:

~flv1cmorizing vocabulary"

"Understanding pronunciations"

"Similar vv'ords and confusing meanIng"

"How to sound Korean"

"H.emembering vocabularsr and grammar

6l Other aspects the reslJondents least enjo:/Exl include:
Homework and tests: 'HomcV'lOrk"; "Tests sometimes give a little bit pressure.";
~Home study".

Class management: "Repetition of wtiting exercises"; aWaiting for other students to
finish. Sometimes other students are tOO sllw/."; "I don't like spending time on
browsing online education \\'cbsite at school"'''; "Too fast"; "Doing presentation /
role play in front of class".
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Leanling numbers:

"L,ean1ing the numbers"

"Numbers it's so confusing,"

"The alphabet and number"

.Although the above aspects that students refcITed to as least enjo),'cd

are also essential parts of language leanling in Korean or other

languages, they should be taken as problematic areas that might be

playing Cl role as an impecliment to their leanling or aspects which should

be improved in future course development as \-vell as ch:lssroom practices.

In particular, more attention should be given to the choice Emd use of

materials and effective teaching strategies \vith the reSC>Ufce materials.

Along with the language leaming experience, students were also asked

to give their views on the cultural aspects they found mostinteresling.

As summarized below, the most interesting cultw·al aSI:>ects include the

way people show respL'Ct to other people, food and drinking,

entertainment media, lifestyle and way of thinking, and history. Body

language of Koreans and their traditional costumes are also interesting

cultural elements to the students.

&l The most interesting cultural aspects were:

1) Showing respect, relationships and associated language;

2) Food, drinldng and table manners;

3) Music, drama anel fiims:

4) Way of life and way of thinking:

5) History:

6) B,xly language:

7) traditional costume.
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Here afe some of the conunents made in relation to the above points:?)

Showing respect, relationships and associated language:

'The way they show respect to different aspects of life and people"

'The different ways to speak to different people"

"I find the emphasis on age, seniority, deference and respect to older

people or people of higher rank/status interesting."

"Relating people with different expression"

"The different degrees of politeness"

"Relationships between different members of society and associate

language"

Food, drinking and table manners:

"Food"

"The food culture is quite attractive,"

"Food incL table manners"

"Eating and drinking habits"

"Drinking culture"

"Korean dinner manners"

7) Other C01TU11cnts include:
1..11151C, drama and films: ""[vInvies and drama"; "Korean songs"; "Korean drama and
lifestyle"; "tvlusic and TV drama"; "TV drama, movie stars, celebrities~<

1listory: "The history of Korea"; "Korean history (ancient and modern)".
Way of life and way of thinking: "Lifestyle"; "Learning about special occasions, Le.
Choosuk, weddings .. ., beliefs such as the 'double spring' year, match "making,
fortune· telling"; "\Vork ethic, patriotism, homogeneity, culture, politics"'''; "Vlhat
Korean families do, how youn~I Korean differ from the other generation and way of life
in Korea"; "Very different way of thinking hum us"; "Wrxllinara ['our country'] spiJit".
Body language: "Their style of speaking and body action is very dramatic. ";
"Gestures"; "Traditional behavior".
Traditional costume: "Korean traditional dress. Very artistic"; "Traditional costume";
~K()re3n clothes".
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To reach some understanding of what was sC'en as a desirable

emphasis on culture in the language vilOrk, the students were asked to

give their opinions on what cultural aspects the~y wish to leanl more

about, and as summarized below, tbe responses were similar to the

aspects they found most interesting and enhanced their desire to learn

more about those cultural aspects. The students wanted to learn more

about aspects such as Korean lifest.yle, 3rt and entertainrnent,

culture~s]Y2cific language, hislory, and food.

& Cultural aspects I \vish to lean1 more are:

1) Lifestyle, cusloms ami daily life;

2) Art, entertainment and mL>dia;

3) Culture in the language;

4) History;

5) Food and cooking;

6) Olhers (e.g. fashion, business, literature, education).

COImnents expressing the cultural aspects they wish to le31TI more

about include;Bl

8J Other commerits about the cultural aspects include:
Art, entertainment and media: *Enterlainment culture"; "Korean traditions, films,
art"; ~Korean mmtial arts, drama on TV and history"; ·'E.orean traclitional musical

instruments"; "Art, including films and TV (especially documentations and current

affairs)".
History and iXJ!itics: "History. especially' past'Korea.n \var"; "Korean history.

fashion, stOlies, drama, food, etc."; "Relationship betwL'Cn North and south Koreas",
Culture in the language: "Siang, the recent words, the trends at the moment"; ''The

traditional and very forrnal \va;,:' to \'-irite or speak in !\.orean"; "HmV' to use
honorific to intimate words"; "Ho'oN to react \vitb people and language b) use and

speak with them".
Others: "The younger generation's fashion. music. mtercst. etc."; "Business

relationships"; "Education in Korea"; "1 would like to leam hmvto \NCar a Korean
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Lifest}.tle, customs and dai!)? life:

;'1 like to learn more about what their ever:vda:v life is like."

ULifestyle, working holiday"

"The way Korean people live their daily life"

"Customs, etiquette"

"Their values at dift<:-::rent age groups

"Korean family clistoms and relaLionshil)S"

Food and cex)king;

"Food, cooking and diet"

"Cooking, human relations/interactions"

"Cooking Korean food"

Overall, the respondents seem to favour the placing of more emphasis

on practical speaking and listening skills. At the same time many of

them wish to learn more abollt general everyday life and the culture of

the Kore<:U1 people. Others are interested in leanling more about some

specific Korea--related topics such as history, politics, business, education

and fashion. It is necessary 10 integrate the cultural components of a

general nature into the language program, and as for the content--basL"<.1

social topics about Korea, it may be desirable to offer a separate course

or a series of lectures where possible.

5.3 Learning-style preferences

To find out hovv the students like to learn Korean in the classroom,

traditional chess hanbok"; "The re"lson why they have strong charilcters
TI

; "It's

literature I wish to read once I get to leam rnore of Korean",
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Lkaming preferences

9l It seems that the respondents are saying here that they enjoyed learning through
gamcs and fun ways but those arc not their own preferable learning methods.

5.4.1 Positive perception

The positive image or impression of Korean--speaking pc'ople that the

5.4 First image or impression of Korea and Korean people

The first image or impression one perceives of a target-language

country and its pmple will have an effect on the continuity of the

student's language learning in the future and their intention to integrate

into the target culture, as well as their current enthusiasm and

perfonllance. 'I'o find out what first image or impression the leanlcrs of

Korean perceived of Korea and Korean people, the respondents were

asked to give their first perception by completing the open-ended

statement: ~The first im"lge or impression I had of Korea and Korean

people was "." The ovenvhelming majority of the respondents gave very

positive comments on Koreans, Korea and its culturc,yvhile some

respondents gave mixL"C! or neutral vic\vs. COnll11ents on negative images

or impressions were very minimal. In the following, comments are

presented in three categories: positive, neutral and negative_

It seems that many students do have rather fixed ideas about what is

taught alld how it is leam!. It is likely that students' previous leaming

experiences and personal background account for common and individual

learning styles 5hO\\/11 in the results. Every leml1cr's wants and desires

ma:-l not always be catered for in language programs, but such wishes

could influence the effectiveness of teaching and the acquisition of

language, therefore practicing language teachers net:d to take them into

account in teaching and developing resource materials.

Through games
By lis-te-nj-ng~t-o--~;s~_~ttes, CDs, etc "~ 2 (2.5)

-~-'---~--'- ---- - ----_._--

,.~~~~~~~_<_T"a:::b:::le=-=-5>,Learning-Style _P:::re;:.fe.r:::e:::n:::cce. ~"C:__ :;-c-__' ,

No (%1
_~ _ out of 81 per item

_ _ ,c, __ ~~c::::.:.~c:..t""--'-"""-'---I

By conversation in class 46 (,56.8)
Through pictures, TV drama and films 33 I 10 T

IVly teacher to ten me all my mistakes -$=- "?c ~:')'l;
By writing something "--- ------"-- __ 22'"~1) ((.:,)3\.~),::,))Jl
Korean words by doing activities _ _~ ~

By analyzing Korean.J~~~1mar ------1· 19 (235)

:: ;;:;:"",,,. 're"".. --r=, ~111~4'J- '~~C.-~~)-(~~".'·~lCJ+l.·' -~==~
By listening to Korean songs _ __ _ _".

the respondents were asked to rare the preference of each statement

concerning learning-styles using a four-point scale (i.e. 1, 2, :3 and 4 in

order of preference). The statements were modified from \Villing (1988)

and contained 20 items relating to various learning activities and

methodsc The results are shown in Table ~) helow,

As observL'Ll above, some activity types rt."'Cciv(.'(] high ratings. Two

leanling methods were most preferred, and these vvere learning by

conversation practice in class (56-8%) and through pictures, films and

videos (40.7%). 'Ihis lewning-"style preference reflects the findings

dealing with the aspects of language learning they most enjOjrec1, v,/hich

was presented in the previous section. Other preferable learning methods

include leaming by error correction, \vriting something and doing

something. Lean1ing types that receivc>J low or very 10\v ratings

06.1%-18.5%) include learning by using sct-up situations, listening to

Korean songs, and strangely, lemTling through games.9J Studems did not

support the idea of listening to or using cassettes and CDs,
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students perceived is summarized in Cl variety of positive attributes such

as sincere, kind, lovely, respectful, polite, fun ~Ioving, high spirited,

friendly, hospitable, hard--working, honest, straight, interesting, humorous,

proud, nice, gentle, close bond, welcoming, vibrant, united, neat,

good--Iooking, good sk.in, stylish and good at arts and sports. Some of

these positive comments on Korean people are listed below:IOJ

The people:

"Sincere, kind, lovely"

"Very respectful and polite, fun loving and very high spirited"

"Very friendly"

~Hard working, honest rx-:ople"

"Funny and interesting;'

"Friendly and hospitable"

~Proud, hard-working, sensitive"

"Polite, nice and gentle"

"Koreans have a very close bond to each other

"togetherness."

UlVIost people are very nice, ver.ywelcoming,"

"Vibrant Korean people are brash, very unitL'Cl, enjoys going out in

groups~

"Neat, hard ·yvorking"

"GoocJ looking, gentle people with good skin"

"The Italians of Asia, goocl at arts, sports, etc

"Korean people are very stylish.

"Korean people - polite, they value manners.

10) Many attributive "~lords were repeatt'Cl in the reSlxmses and such repcLlted
comments are avoided or l'Hlninlally listed here;
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"Proud of their country, good sense of hUlllour"

"Very straigbt. honest pc'ople"

Students also gave jlositive comments, though smaller in Dumber, on

Korea, its culture and its media productions. To them Korea was a

country \\lhich hJS both old and new: lich in culture with a long history

and yet technologically advanced, 'T'hey perceived positive impressions of

both traditional costurnes and modenl fashion. Two of the national

brands, Tae--kwon-do and Kimchi, Vlere among their first images of

Korea, while l(orean entert.ainment such as TV drama and music along

\vith Korean celebrities greatly appeakx-I to them. Such comments include

the following:

rrhe country, culture and media:

'l(orea is an interesting country with very int.eresting culture."

"Knrea tc"-chnologicaUs' advanced"

"Korean traditional dress"

"Fashion"

~Long history, old rmlaces/tcmples, delicious food"

"Tae--kwon-do"

"The TV drama, I\orean celebrities and Kimchi come to mirHl"

"'1'l1ei1' music and TV arc great!"

"Korean drama"

Overall, the majOllt:l of studems had a very positive perception of

Korea, its culture and people, and it seems that this was attributable to

various forms of cured or inturc"{:t contacts t_mcl experiences, Their

orientation for Korean \vas strongly influenced by their prior positive

lx:,rceptions and eX!-":lCriences. and their learning of Korean seems to have
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reinforced their attitudes to\vards Korea and its culture. This tells why

the first im,Jg-e or impression perceived h.vKorean L2 learners is critical

for the choice of Korean, its increase of demand and the sLlstainabilit)l of

a Korean language program,

5.4.2 IVlixed or neut.ral lrnage

The first image or impression perceived b}.' some students v/as mixed

or neutral. These students smv both positive and negative sides, and

commented in a neutral or dispassionate \vay. This feeling \vas expressed

In contrastive words such as 'proud and selfish', 'friendly' but

conservative', 'HIde and romantic' and 'divided but rich in culture'. rVlost

comments \vere f(x:used on the general character of Korean people and

society'. Observe the foUmving mixed and neutral comments:

"Proud of themselves. Selfish and highly confident about themselves"

"\Vords [speaking] so fast, high temper, good skin"

"Place emphasis on llienJrchy"

"Tracjitional and reserved"

"They are polite people but some of them rarel)r shO\v their Lnle

intentions"

"Very friendly on the outside but always keep to themselves a lot"

"Friendly but conser-vative"

"Very polite, quite conservative though"

"A bit TIlde. Vent romantic and cool"

"Hasty, emotional, curious; friendl:y, dividc'd country, rich culture"

"They have their OWn character, they love to eat and drink."

"Korean rood, Korean war, l<:'orean cornJort \",'omen"

"Similar to Japan and China, except they have a few different cultures"

"Feel they have a lot of things in common with Chinese."
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Generally speaking, the above statements on the first images or

impressions the students received are fair and insightful in that the

comments represent quite an accurate and balanced 'view on the typical

character of Korea and its people. The respondents seem to have

observed Korea from an international perspf'ctlve and as objectively as

they could. This is not a bad sign in ten11S of the students' attitude

towards Korean. Rather, it demonstrates the students' analytical capacity,

which could lead to a dc'Cper understanding of Korea. Below we will

briefly look into the negative comments.

5.4.3 Negative image

1"he comments on negative perceptions of Korea were minimal in

number and ·were most likely based on the respondents' own personal

experience and observations. 1\1081 comments \vere made on the

appearance, behaviour and quality of Korean people. Take a look at the

follo\ving comments.

"Small eyes"

"Very formal"

"VeJY smelly they smell like bulgogi (BBQi."

"[ felt that they are a bit insular keep to themselves"

"~lIost Korean people are not that ruce"

"Blunt"

"Not good at English"

"Isolated culture"

It is questionable hO\v much these comments may be generalized and

what effect they ma:l have in fonning the students attitude towards

Korea and the study of Korean, but they make some point at least in
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that the students were frank about what they felt and eXtlClienced. We

are not sure in this research whether negative images or impressions like

the above would change for the better or worse through the study of

Korean and beyond, SInce we live in Cl contracuctory world of words:

'The first impression lasts' versus 'Dc)J1't judge a book by it's cover.'
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6. Discussion

'}'11e ke:y findings in this surve:v study C311 be summarized as follmvs:

l. The reason for the students learning Korean at the technical college

l~ 'The students\i\'(xC found to be more integrative and less

instrumental, with the strong majority of them being rnotivatcd

culturally;

a The Inos1: enjoyed lean1ing experiences were conV('[sat10n class,

language activities, songs and films, \\.'11e1'8as the least enjoyed

aspects vvere grammar, vocabular:/, numbers, homework and tests;

@ The most interesting cult.ural aSI:>ecls the respondents found were

different wcrys of showing respect and politeness, food and chinking

(induding table manners), songs, drama and film, history and

lifestyles, in that order.

3 The cultural aspects they wish to learn more about include current

lifestyles, cultural customs, food and cooking, art and entertainment,

history and recently created vv'ords including slani~.

~ The respondents liked to learn Korean through conversation practice

in class, visual resources. error corrections,meaningful ",{riLing

exercises and activIIy-based vocabulary leaIning more than any

other ways.

III The absolute majority of the st.udents perceived or maintained very

positive impressions and images about Korea and its j:x-1)ple, while

some Vi/cre neutral or mixc,(l in their perception and students with

negative images ",vere very' few.

5.4.4 Any olher comments

The students were given an opportunity to make any additional

comments regarding their learning of Korean. The conmlcnls were

mainly requests and wishes concerning class and external activities such

as more conversation, movies and songs, effective methods, proficicnc:y

test and a home--stay. Belo'vv is a list of such comments.

"1 really like to have Opp()[tunities for conversation in Korean"

"1 think Korean is a hard language to learn bL"(~ause it's (:\ hard

language for beginners, espcx:iall:y' the listening part due to the verb

conjugation. If something can be fOlTl1ulated to help beginners ease

into the listening, then it would be really great"

"I would be keen to take official proficiency test, but know very little

about this"

"More movies /songs in class, especially more things relateD to the real

world"

~If there's a home-sta).' program from TAFE, it \vould be great"

"A variety of leanung is great, e.g. vVe \vatched a movie about the

demilitarized zone which I found very interesting"

is very practical to be able to speak with Koreans;
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In short, the findings show that the respondents are very practical and

integrative (rather than instrumental) about their learning of Korean., and

very IJositive about the target countr.y and its ptx)Dle. They \A/Ish to leanl

conversational Korean through fun langaage activities, to be avvare of

everyday life in Korea with updated information and to do something

interesting, for example, something relating to food, cooking and

entertainment culture. It is desirable that the Korean program at the

College and other institutions with similar educational goals and settirf;s

should reflect the findings.

In relation to the growth of the Korean program at the College, it is

\vorth mentioning some internal and external factors. The first factor

may be that the College itself accommodates thousands of students and

offers a number of practical language programs including Korean. So

there is a pool of students and the provision of Cl cUTTiculum focused on

practical conversational skills as well as well trainerl teachers. The

second factor is that the College is located \Alithin the central business

district of Sydney, so there is an advantage of access by business people

and other interested people. FUliher, it is located right beside the China

town, and that in part explains why there were n1any Chinese

background students in the Korean program of the College< But most of

all, there is rio competition i.e., there are no other TAFE Colleges offering

Korean in the city. If this type of vocational Korean program is to be

successful, therefore, it is important to have internal and external demand

basis, have an easy access to transport and be easily accessible by

anyone who is interested in Korean.

Fmthermore, it is desirable to set up Cl socio···educational program or

institution in metropolitan cities such as SYdney in collaboration with the

Korean govemment initiative such as the King Sejong Institute project

initiated and managed by the Korean IVlinistry of Culture, Sports and
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Education represented by and acting through the National Institute of the

Korean Language. To promote Korean widely in the community, it is

inadequate to rely only on education through school and university

programs. \Vc need not only clite-oJiented tertiary or systematic

educational programs but also a \I,/ell-structured communit}:·-bascd

life-long education program. CUlTently there are one or two private

OpE-Tators offering fec·'bascd community Korean programs in Sydney, but

there is no socio-cducational model of a Korean language program

supported and operated by govennnent organizations for free or at face

cost in Australia. This is in contrast to the active involvement by the

Korean government in North and South EastC111 Asian countries for

prnmoting Korean. It is worth noting that the Hallyu phenomenon,

though compc:rratively minimal in mainstream Australian societjl, has

gained considerable popularity among the Asian migrant community m

Sydney and other big cities, and that there arc a considerable number of

Australians such as public servants, business rx...-'Ople, families of

international marriages, families with adopted Korean children who need,

or Vvish to have access to cOTImmnity····based Korean programs.

7, Conclusion

It seems reasonable to conclude that practical goals related to putting

the language to some type nf use should be emphasized in such language

programs; more attention should be paid to the cultural components

through media and practical activities; and entertaining methods should

be apvlied to lessons to keep promoting an interest in the language..More

importantly both inst.it:utional and community efforts should be made in
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